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Four eult Leg •..!!re!!y!.workIDg
"The Board of Trustees had the final action
on what we did."
"Any action we did take was only that
allowed by the administration," Zauhar said.
"I don,t think it is possible for the students to
have an actual voice in the decisions concerning them under the present system."

By Chuck St. John
News Editor

The ranks of the Associated Students
Legislature are slowly dwindling with the
resignation of three legislators last week and
another after Monday's legislature meeting.
Resigning last week were Randy Zauhar,
Position 1111 ; Diane Perdue, Postion 1112; and
Rod Wheeland, Position II 15. Cliff Dick,
Position f/9, resigned ·effective with the
adjournment of Monday's meeting.
Reasons for the resignations centered
around the Legislature's inability to accomplish any meaningful legislation, ineffie!en_t!1
of the executive branch of the A.A'., and Jack
of cooperation between the legislators themselves.
One overtone in all the resignations seemed
to be a question of the credibility of the
executive branch of the A.S. Each resignee
cited the obvious social ties of the majority of
the cabinet members, appointed officials and
some legislators as the reason for the
credibility gap.

Diane Perdue

Diane Perdue echoed Zauhar's charges.
"We had no chance of accomplishing
anything of value for the students,,, Perdue
said.
"The only time we (the legislators) tried to
push something through the legislature it was
blocked by the executive branch,'' she said.
The present system precludes any progress, according to Perdue.

in other ways to benefit the students than
serving on the AS Legislature," Wheeland
said.
Cliff Dick

Dick put his feelings bluntly, "Actually the
A.S. is a joke."
"I believe .the legislature and , legislators
have fall en short of goals," Dick said. "The
legislators need to ask why they are there,
whether they are after personal glory or to
benefit of the students!'
"One reason the legislature can never
actually accomplish anyting is because too
many students in the Associated Students
organization are working to benefit themselves," Dick said.

Rod Wheeland

Wheeland resigned because "student
government has no power and can't do
anything."
"It seemed all we did the whole quarter was
fight between ourselves in the legis!ature,"
Wheeland said. "Essentially it was the elitist
bureaucratic types fighting those of us who
wanted to get something done.
Some of the things the legislators wanted to
do were setting up a rental referral service
and organizing an alternate bookstore, according to Wheeland.

Randy Zauhar

Zauhar said the student government in
actuality was not what he expected it to be
when he ran for office.
"I think the A.S. Legislature serves only as
an image of student participation." .he said.

A.S. President Jeff Tomson refutes most _of
the charges made by the resigning legislators.
,,
"We did have some slight problems,
Tomson said. "But the legislators haven't
given the entire story. One of them who
retired came to one meeting and another ond
had a lack of time to serve, but waited until
now to resign.''
" As for their question of credibility the
resignees were very wrong," Tomson said.
"Only my executive assistant bel?ngs to the
same social group as me. I chose him because
I trusted him and we work well together."
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Cheney, Washington

Miss Spokane
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--Kevi n Tavlor Pho to

THIS SEASON'S seemingly ceaseless snowfall is giving Eastern
students an opportunity to toss around more than just ideas. Shown
above are participants in a recent physics seminar; Flight
Characteristics of Crystalized Water Spheres.

Eastern's New Logo
Symbolic of Region
A new deal and symbol have
been designed as part of an effort
to give the EWU regipnal
university identity.
"The seal and symbol are the
beginning, basic elements in a
continuing identification
program at Eastern," said news
service director Phil Briggs, who
is guiding the program.
According to Briggs a committee set up last spring to help
Eastern's transition from a
college to a university decided a
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symbol which included regional
elements was needed to
distinguish the school from small
colleges.
The dark black curve in the
middle of the symbol signifies the
rolling hills in and around
Cheney and the triangles on the
left represent the many pine
trees in the area, Briggs said.

A number of designs were
considered before the final
decision was made, such as one
which included an eagle, the
school's mascot.
The new design will soon be
seen on letterheads, envelopes,
school trucks, athletic equipment, and other school property .
Briggs said it won't cost very
much to change over to the new
symbol since most of the work
was done by people within the
school. Briggs said the chief
designer was Fred Munich,
EWU's senior graphic designer.

Public Speaking Major Asset
By Sheri Pur.nell
Guest Writer

Denise Kovacevic , Miss Spoka ne 1977, is a joy to listen to as
well a s to see. The 20-year old,
ra ven-haired beauty is a journalism major at Eastern and lists
public speaking as one of her
major assets.
Miss Kovacevic , whose controversial three and one-half month
reign will end Monday, January
15, and she feels her public
speaking ability will help her in
the Miss Washington, · U.S.A.
pageantFeb. 25 in Seattle.
"My public speaking skills
ha ve been sharpened, I'm more
confident and my poise is heightened," she said.
Denise recalls with certain
pride her first speech, a graduation address delivered to more
than
800
fell ow
sixth
graders.
" I knew it was a good speech
when I was invited back to the
next year's graduation ·e xercise
and the principal used part of my
speech in his address," she said .
Unlike most pageant winners,
Denise received her title after
one try and much controversy.
" Richard Wea the rbee, who
was pageant chair ma n last year ,
told me on Septe mber 28, 1977
that I was officially Miss Spokane
a nd that he was firing Ann Maher
(Miss Spokane 1977 at that time)
for dereliction of duties,' 1 said
Denise, who was runner-up in the
1977 pageant.
n The controversy star ted when I
found out that the Spokane J aycees had not informed Ann of the
deve lopment ,' ' De nise s aid .
" When Miss Maher was informed, she said she didn't deserve to

be dismissed and would fight the
decision in cour t."
The Jaycees were caught in a
dilemma because they had appoi nted Denise without clismiss ing Mi ss Ma her fo rm a lly.
E ventually they decided to stand
by their fir st decision a nd Denise
was named Miss Spokane .
" I think I would have gotten the
title originally anyway , but she
looked better in a bathing suit,"
Denise said, smiling.

However, Miss ·Kovacevic said
she is not worried about the
bathing suit competition in the
upcoming Miss Washington pageant. "I lost 25 pounds and gained
tons of confidence,." she said.
Denise will be sponsored in the
Miss Washington pageant by local J aycees a nd a private cosponsor.
Many local independent candidates will also be running against
Continued on p. 4

DENISE KOVACEVIC, a junior a t Eastern, received her title of
Miss Spokane 1977 after one try and much controversy.

Louise Anderson

Closure Probed by Committee
A committee has been selected
by President H. George
Frederickson and AS President
Jeff Tomson to study the
feasibility of closing a residence
hall for use as housing for parti cip an ts of the University
Conference and Activity Center.

The idea for the committee was
conceived during a December
meeting
between
Dr.
Frederickson and students to
clarify the administrative
position of a possible closure of
Louise Anderson Hall.
The formal charge from Dr.

Frederickson to the committee is
to "explore the feasibility of
conversion of a residence hall, or
portion thereof, to a hotel-type
operation in support of the
University Conference and
Activities Center."
The 12-member committee is
made up equally of students,
faculty and administrators.
The faculty are Joe Luther, ·
Urban and Regional Planning;
Toni Truelove, Economics;
Philip George, Education; and
Virginia Asan, HPERA.
Student members are Rose
Dickinson, Craig Schweichert
and Melissa Atkins, all from
Louise Anderson. Jennifer
Boulanger will represent the AS.
Administrators on the committee are Marianne Hall,
housing director; Daryl Hagie,
provost of student services; Jim
Bryan, director of auxiliary
services; and Lynne Bjork,
coordinator of campus activities.
Russ Hartman, business
manager for the university, will
be an ex-officio member.
Hartman will convene a
meeting at the earliest possible
date,· according to a memo sent
to members of the committee by
Frederickson.
The committee is to complete
its study within 6-8 weeks, but no
later than the end of winter
quarter, according to the memo.

Seraior-s: Time fo
Pa_y or Stay
--Liam Ahern Photo

IT SEEMS not every one can take public art of leave it alone. The
"Great Eastern Gate", ere<:ted as part of Dr. Frederickson's
Investiture ceremonies less than six weeks ago, was recently pelted
with over-ripe fruit by unknow 'critics'.
.

Students wishing to graduate
spring quarter ,must tum in
major-minor forms to the
registrar's office before 5 p.m. on
Friday, Jan. 13.

CO·ME. IN OtJl OF .THE COlD,~..
.

RECENTLY EXPANDED facilities at the county's Southwest Health
Clinic, next door to the phone company at 115 College Avenue, allow
women to receive contraceptives, pregnancy, and veneral disease
advice and service faster than before, according to Public Health
Nurse Linda Baker, shown taking the blood pressur~ of another clinic
employee.

Health Clinic Expands:
.
Local Service Faster
.

Through expansion of facilities
at the Southwest Health Clinic,~
campus women can now receiyecontraceptive, pregnancy and
venereal disease services and
referrals faster than in the past.
The clinic, a branch of the
Spokane County Health District
located at 115 College Ave. in
Cheney, now has a maximum
two-week waiting period for appointments, according to Mrs.
Merritt Johnson, clinic volunteer
coordinator.
"In the pa~t the response to the
clinia was so good we were
turning peopie away. ·Now, · with
added services and counselors we
-a re able to meet those demands,"
Mrs. Johnson said.

Services are provided by a staff
of registered and practitioner
nurses every Tuesday froin 2
p.m. to 9 p.m. on first, third and
fifth Tuesday and from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. on second and fol,lrth Tuesdays. Appointments can be made
by calling 235-6327.
Clients discuss financial arrangements with clinic personnel
and any fees charged are on a
sliding-scale basis (according to
ability to pay).
"We never refuse service to
anyone, even if they can pay no-.
thing because we realize that
some women, especially college
students, just plain can't afford
it,'' · said Karen Burroughs, a
clinic Nurse Practitioner.

.
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Ward-Hopf Suit:

Thursday, January 12, 1978

. ·
·.
.
Two bJUs. f~vormg a housing
referral ~~rv1ce were sent to .
commi~tee to ~ studies beforethe legislatu~e will vote 0 ~ t~em.
SARB Chairman Jeff Williams
was_ allocated $~SO to go to a
Natm?al Entertainment Conference m New Orleans Feb. 21-26.
The purpose of the convention is
to exchange ideas about entert~i_nment at college~ and ~n!versibes across the nation. Wllhams
is to submit a written report to
the legislature when he returns.

A.S. President Jeff Tomson
was not available to present his
executive address.
Speaker Zack Lueck issued a
statement on the state of the
budgets, saying the A.S. is "not in
debt nor is it in danger of being in
debt, unless some catostrophy
occurs or a large number of
students decide not to come
back.,,
A general informational meeting between President H. George
Frederickson and the A.S. Legislature·wm be held today at 3 p.m.

Business Frat. 'Woman afi Year'
EWU's Phi Chi Theta business
fraternity will present its first
Spokane Business Woman of the
Year Award Jan. 17 during .a
social and dinner hour beginning
at 6 p.m. at the Spokane Travel
Lodge.
The fraternity chose Mildred
Olsen for her 28 years of service
with the Washington State Employment Security Department
and her community involvement
in Spokane.
Mrs. Olsen fulfilled seven criteria established by the fraternity in areas of professional
involvement, and contributions

made to the business and social
organizations.
EWU President H. George
Frederickson will be the featured
speaker at the presentation.
Reservations for the social and
dinner hours may /be made by
calling 359-2473.
Phi Chi Theta is a national
fraternity for men and women in
the field of business founded to
promote the cause of higher
business education and training
and foster high ideals in business
career&.
The local chapter was installed
at EWU May 20, 1967.

CAMPUS HAIRSTYLING SALON

No Trial Date Set
No trial date has been set in the
discrimination suit filed by Radio
TV dept. Prof Lea Ward against
R-T:V chairman Dr. Howard Hopf
andEWU.
The length of time required for
pre-trial investigations was the
reason given for the delay by
Johp Lamp. assistant state attorney general and attorney for
Hopf and the school. ·
· "We're in the process of discovery now," Lamp said. "I don't
know when a traJl date will be
set."
In her suit, Ward charges Hopf
and the university with alleged
sexual discrimination Felated toher dismissal as a probationary
appointee to the R-TV department.
The suit, filed in Spokane
Superior Court, seeks unspecified
damages and an order reinstating Ward as a probationary al)pointee. It also seeks an injunction against the alleged sex
discrimination.
Ward stated in her complaint
she was denied renewal of her
probationary appointee contract
in the Spring of 1977. She had
been hired under such a contract
i~ the fall of 1975.
The university and Hopf, R-TV
chairman and Ward's immediate
supervisor, had orally and in
writing informed her the nonrenewal of the probationary appointment was because she did
not hold a Ph.D. in radiotelevision, according to the complaint.
Ward does have a masters
degree in both radio-television
and philosophy.
The university has no requirement that any employee, including probationary appointees, hold
any specific degree as a conditipn
for employment or promotion in.
the R-TV dept.
Hopf is the only faculty member in the R-TV who holds a Ph.D.
Ward was given a one-year
term contract which specifically
precludes any rights to reemployment and eliminates any
requirement of notice prior to
non-renewal of e~oyment, the
complaint states. She was given
this contract when her probationary contr~~t was not renewed.

I

The Associated Students Legislature is back again this quarter
performing its usual important
tasks of allocating money and
haggling over committee membership.
Monday's Leg. meeting was no
exception.
The bulk of the two-hour-plus
meeting was consumed by approving A.S. President Jeff Tomson's appointme1,1is to SARB and
the Louise Anderson Hall conference committee, and trying to
elect Leg. members to the standing legislative committees:
Isabelle Green, director of
alumni relations, presented a
proposal for student contributions to the alumni scholarship
fund, and asked for comments
from the legislators on her proposal in the future.
The Legislature is sheduling
its winter quarter in the dorms to
see if more student interest can
be generated. Next week's meeting will be Jan. 16 at 3 p.m. in
Morrison Hall.
Curt Huff, PUB director, presented the legislators with a
proposal on the Magic Bus which
would increase service· and increase the rates. This proposal
was also sent to committee for
consideration.

EWU STUDENt
D_
ISCOUNT 10%
WITH I.D. CARD
- His & hers precision
cuttin'g system ·our specialty
Washington State Certified Hair Stylist
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A research project aimed at
testing the effects of different
psychological techniques in
relieving dysmenorrhea (painful
menstruation) will require 30
subjects from the campus
population.
Psychology graduate student
Cindy Millard, who is conducting
the four-week study under the
chairmanship of Dr. Robert W.
Atwood, said that women who
experience such symptoms as
cramps, headaches, backaches
and nausea ,a re needed.
Millard said that computer
searches at EWU and WSU
showed that the study, which
deals with menstrual pain not
connected to pelvic disorders,
will be only the third of its kind in
the United States and will use the
largest research population of
the three.

--Kevi n Taylor Photo

A Psychology Graduate student is looking for 30 female volunteers,
such as the one pictured above, to examine the use of psychological
techniques to relieve painful menstration.
·

Involvement in the study will
amount to approximately one
hour weekly for each participant,
and Millard said interested
women can contact her or Atwood by stopping by room 135,
Martin Hall or calling 359-2454.

Public Speaking Major Asset
[continued from p. lJ

her, a practice the city of Spokane has allowed in past years. t
years.
"I am strongly . opposed to
this," she said. "I have voiced
my opinion about the matter and
hope that this situation will be
changed for future official representatives for the city."
Denise said she fantasized, like
many young girls, about what it
would be like to hold a beauty
pageant title, but "never consid-

Improvement Offered
for Study Skills

ered myself as suitable competition before. 11
She wasn't aware of the pageant until she hea·r d on the news
that the deadline for the contest
had been extended because only
five girls had submitted applications.
"I had never entered a pageant
before," she said. "I didn't know
what to expect and I spent little
time with special preparations." .
She did realize that as a titleholder she could meet many imteresting people, some of whom
would even have an effect on her
future, she said.
Denise, who had never taken

modeling or charm lessons, found . 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111011111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
herself competing with many
/1llk~ J.l,4//$ ~01.1 AA1T1ecfJ, Rol.,f /If IV£'
girls who were professional modS,~w-. Ot..bE~ Ot/~ /DE4 o~ &:-£dY ~
els or in modeling classes.
E¥A/V.D.!J?
It was her dad, a retired Air
Force non-commissioned officer,
who encouraged her to enter the
Miss Spokane contest last year,
she said. "I decided to give it a
try, because as Dad is fond of
saying, 'nothing ventured is nothing gained'."
"Being an Air Force brat worked in my favor," she said.
"Traveling to so many states and
foreign countries helped me to
relate positively to different
peoples a~d env.ironments."
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The Student Center for Academic Assistance will present a series
of six mini-workshops on improvement of basic study skills
Jan. 19.
The workshops will begin Jan.
19at2:00p.m. and last one to two
hours.
The workshops will be offered
on a drop-in, no-credit basis in
.the second floor lounge of Monroe
Hall.
Workshop topics and dates are
listed below.
Jan.19
Time Management
Jan.26
Studying a Text
Feb.2
Note-taking Skills
Feb.16
How to Write a Paper
Feb. 23
Handling Stress
Mar.2
Test-taking Skills

Show Your Valentine
How Much You Care!

MAIL AV ALENTINE

TO YOUR VALENTINE
FROM VALENTINE

(\N'

Nebrub 89201

Mon·Thursday 8 a.m.-9 p.m, IFriday-Sunday 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
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A Campus Safety officer was on patrol Jan. 4 when someone yelled,
"Go away, ,:ker. 11 The officer stopped the person and questioned him
about his actions. The person said he thought it was funny. The student
will be turned over to Asst. Provost Al Ogden for disciplinary action.
Capus Safety investigated a person passed out on the floor of Louise
Anderson Hall Dec. 31. Cheney Fire Dept. was summoned to treat the
victim who had apparently passed out from excessive · alcohol
consupmtion. The victim was revived arid returned to his room to
"sleep in peace."
Senior Hall was heavily damaged by a water leak discovered by
Campus Safety personnel making a routine security check Dec. 23.
The leak was caused by a broken cold water pipe on the third floor.
Campus Safey discovered water was coming through the ceiling on the
second floor and running down the stairs to the first floor.
Dressler Hall Director Jim Yates entered a room during Christmas
break to turn out a light. When he started to enter the room he notice
some marijuana plants growing under a light. Campus Safety was
summoned and accompanied Yates into the room. Campus Safety
reports there were three plants about one-two inches tall. The officers
pulled the plants up and left them laying on the counter.

Headquarters for Complete Art & Craft Supplies
-Books-Magazines-Newspapers-SCHOOL AND OFFICE SUPPLIES, FILMS AND DEVEL·
OPING SERVICE, AMBASSADOR GREE:rlNG CAROS,
PARTY NOVEL TIES, GIFT WRAP, KEYS MADE, SMOK·
ING SUPPLIES, UNIQUE EWU T-SHIRTS

Heartland."
Valentines,

·

-~·.
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tamped, ,

with each
addressed
Valentine for carefully
imed re-mailing with
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personalized
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STUDENTS INTERESTED
IN STUDENT GOVERNMENT
Is the ~thletic Department budgeted enough money, or too much? Is the Magic Bus
ori concerts important? The ASEWU Legislature is the voice for students on these and
many more important issues. If you would like to have .a part in that voice---why not .
run fori the A.s.··Legislatu{e. Filing for Positions # 6-10 is '10W open through Wednesday,
January 18 at 5 p.m. Requirements are 2.0 GPA, at l~ast one quarter in residence at
Eastern, and a willingness to contriibute at least three (3) hours a week.
To 'file or for more information, contact
Zack Lueck; ASEWU Legislative Speaker,
; A.S. Office, lihirid Flooi l?l!JB, or call 359-2514.

11

:,

1

These are just a few organizations the A.S. Legislatuie helps to . fund:
.

MOVIES
WOMEN'S COMMISSIO~
CAMPUS ~ECREAllO~
CATAPULT CLUB ·
, . WOMEN'S AJHLETICS
CONCER1S
- BAND·
.
PENCE UNION B.UILD·ING
EASTERNER
CHEERLEADERS
BUS SUBSIDY
FOCUS
DRAMA
SOCIAL ACJIVITIES REVIEW BOARD (SARB)
MEN'S AlHLETICS

.

_.

.

.

A.S. OFFICERS AND STAFF .
Exceutive Branch
Jeff Tomson
Mark Nysettter
Denver Parmenter
J~hn Dupus
Mark Baumann
Jeff Williams
Timur Malkoc

Judicial Branch
'

- Presiden,t
- Executive Ass~stant
- Administrative Assistant
- Attorney General
- -Publicity Director
- ·sARB Chairman
- Concert Chairman

-Legislative Branch

. A.S. Secretary
Cathy Plucker

. A.S. Legislative Clerk

Pos. 1. Jim Wallingford
2. Kim Eaton
3. Lisa Arsenault
4. Mike Dills
5. Ph ii Werschler
6. Jim Jordon
7. Kim Wiseman
8. Zack Lueck, Speaker
9. Cliff Dick
10. Craig Mikelson
11. Vacant
12. Vacant
13. Jennifer Boulanger/ Speaker Pro-Tern
14. Kevin Kanyer
15. Vacant
Thursdoy, January 12, 1978

Kathy Blank
Jeff Wagn itz
Cynthia McClelland
William Munroe

The Easterner

Linda Mayberry

A.S. Deputy Attorney General
S. Marc Lindsey

A.S. Business Manager
Curt Huff

Student Services Office
Dr. Daryl Hagie - Provost
Al Ogdon - Asst. to the Provost
Elinor Best · Administrative Sec.

A.S. Poster Printer

..

Cathy Marzyck
Page Five

Commentary
•

------....editorialStanding Room
Only on the Bus
By Sheri Bayley
Commentary Editor
"Think of us as your familv car" mav be the motto of the
Spokane Transit System, but believing it is becoming
increasingly difficult for Eastern commuters.
Thursday morning as the eight o'clock bus lurched along icy
roads towards EWU · carrying approximately 80 passengers
within a 41-seat capacity, it was only natural to wonder what
would happen to the 38 standees, many of whom were holding
on to nothing but their books, in the event of an emergency stop
or collision. After reaching the PUB safely, ( a minor miracle),
everyone poured out smelling of stale Arrid and looking slightly
P.0.'d. One commuter remarked before trudging off to class,
"There must be some law against that."
There isn't, according to Chuck Harmon, Transportation
Superintendent for the Spokane Transit System . He said
providing adequate seating for passengers is not a law, only a
safety precaution.
"I don't know of any law we are violating," Harmon said.
"We do try to stay away from people standing on the bus,
especially on the freeway."
As any other commuter, they aren' t succeeding. Buses are
still, on several daily runs, packed to overflowing. And
although Spokane Transit System may use the weak excuse that
they are not vioJating any written law, it is still insanity on their
part to endanger the lives of passengers by stuffing the buses
full instead of providing an additional run.
Of course, the commuter's opinion continues to be unheard.
Curt Huff, Director of the PUB, said a Magic Bus Committee
was formed about two years ago. The committee, composed of
four or f ive students and a Cheney city councilman, was
established to evaluate the bus system and set up the most
convenient runs for as little expense to the commuter as
possible, Huff said.
This, like so many other good ideas, has died with an
apathetic grunt. "To the best of my knowledge," Huff said,
"there is still such a committee, but I don't think it has met in the
last nine months. It's totally inactive."
On a brighter note, one possible solution to the overcrowding
problem is in the makings. Huff approached the A.S. Le9islature
Monday with a bus proposal which, among other things, would
increase the number of daily runs from 10 to 16. Whether or not
this will, if approved, actually cut down on overcrowding
remains to be seen, since Huff expects the total number of daily
riders to increase with runs. Added to this is the fact that, you
guessed it, bus fare will increase to 50 cents instead of the
current 40 if the proposal is approved.
However, an increase in fare is really a small price to pay if it
alleviates the problem of crunched commuters. Until any
positive action is taken, it's obvious! that Spokane Transit is
faced with a commuter surplus, will continue to cram everyone
onto available buses and just hope for the best.
The only solution to the problem, even if it continues with
extra runs at additional cost, is if the commuters who complain
to the bus driver will complain just as loudly to people directly
responsible, such as Harmon and Huff. It's the only way
qnything will get accomplished.
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'Better System' Proposed
By Professor Green
Faculty Forum is a weekly column
in wh ich EWU instructors have the
opp ortunity to ex press their views on
relevan t s ubiects. Any Fac ulty m ember interested in writing for the
colum n should con tact Sh eri Bayley,
commen toty editor, at The Eastern er
o ffice [359-7873].
Vie ws e xpressed in th is column are
those o f th e w riter and not necessarily
those of The Easterner or the facu lty as
a whole.

Once again we ore starting
the ten-week frenzy that constitutes the quarter system.
And once again, I am reminded that there is a better
system!

I hove taught and been a
student under both the quarter and semester ca lendars.
The semester plan offers several advantages over what
we have. Furthermore, we
could make the change on
our own without asking the
blessing of those bureaucrats
in Olympia.
As you probably know,
Washington State University
uses the traditiona~ semester
calendar with the break coming at the end of January.
Starting and ending dates for
the academic year at Pullman
are similar to our own.

The biggest objection to this
traditional pion is the interruption produced by the
Christmas break. While some
students use th e vacation ti m e
to finis h term papers, most
find the diversions of the holidays too appeal ing. This prolonged menta l break from
studies can make the f ina l
three weeks agony. Trying to
finish term papers whi le
cramm ing for finals produces
some of the same problems
associa t ed wi t h quarter
systems.

ua tions. It wou ld eliminate
o ne opportunity each year for 'tra n~fers from the com m unity
colleges. Som e students probab ly p refer th e flexibility of
the quarter system for short
term employment opportunities. But I be lie ve the advantages of the early September
to May semester ca le ndar are
sufficie nt to coll for its careful
study by th e appropriate ocodem ic bodies.
·

There is, however, a version of the semester calendar
that eliminates. this particular
complaint whi1e providing the
basic advan tages of the longer term of study.
What I have in mind is a
calendar that starts OS early in
September as possible. This
first term ends before Christmas. The second term commences in early January and
ends in early May. Thus, the
academic year is shifted
about one month ahead.
September is lost as a vacot ion month, but students
would hove an earlier start on
summer jobs. Most summer
employment ends by Labor
Day anyway.

There would be some disadvantages in a semester
system. Perhaps the loss of
one more registration period
would reduce our ability to
respo_nd to enrollmen t fluct-
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Elimination of one registration during the year is often
used as an argument for
shifting from the quarter to
the semester sytem. While this
might save tens of thousands
of dollars, the basic reason for
making the change must be
academic improvement.
Discipl ines requiring considerable reading and reflective
thought will certainly benefit.
The longer term also allows
time for more carefully
devloped research and writing projects. The every other
day pattern (MWF) encourages better class preparation
on the part of both instructors
and students.
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PROFESSOR MIKE GREEN
DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY
My perspective is the classroom where the basic objectives of this institution should
be realized . We hove experienced a great deal of su.p erficial change recently, but the
new un iversity designation
and the new faces in Showalter and on the Board of
Trustees have produced no
real changes in the classroom .
Faculty morale hos not noticeably improved. Relations with
Olympia are as bad as ever.
And our administators ore
busy preparing the annual
retrenchment plan ( calculated to spill enough faculty
blood to impress outsiders),
So why not do something
that w il l produce real improvement where it will do
the most good? Let's scrap the
quarter system I
M ike G reen
H istory Department

Thursday, January 12, 1978
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.Color in A.S. Mentality
I'
\.,

.

Vic White, Jr., Physical Ed. :

Skip Ostrander, Soph., Veterinary Medicine: "The calendar

Do you think the mentality expressed

seems to represent a grade
school mentality with no purpose at all."

by

"This quarter's calendar reminds me a lot of other
happenings in EWU's government. A comic book situation;
Color it in!!"

this

quarter's calendar is typical of the mentality of
Eastern's A.S. Gov.ernment as a whole?

J.C. Richey, Soph., Gen. Stud-ies:"The mentality of our AS

Jerry Margreiter, Freshman,
Undecided: "If somebody

Government has been the
topic over many a beer at
Showalter's ... this quarter's
calendar finally exposes. the
AS intelligence level."

gives you a television set,
would you want to have to
color in the screen?"

Karen Baubbitz, Soph., Dental
Hygenistry: "I thought the

Bi II Edgar, Sr., Psych: "Sure.
YOU have to' figure out what it
Janice Stutes, Soph., Home
Ee.: "Cute. Real cute."

calendar showed creativity
and effort to break the monotony of school life."

says before you figure out
what to do."

Laura · Craig, Jr., Graphics
Communications: "It's poorly
planned and confusing."

•l

Letters to the Editor should be submitted to The
Easterner office, Rm 119 in the PUB, no later than
noon Tuesday of each publication week. All
letters should be typed and must be signed in
~rder to be published. Due to limited space, The
Easterner r~serves the right to edit letters.

Heated Responses
to Nysetber's Letter
Due to "unpopular" ·demand, a
·1etter written by Mark Nysether, which
appeared in the Dec. 8, 1977 issue of
The Easterner, has been reprinted in
order to clarify the letter·l written in
response.

Dear Editor:
The Associated Students Legislature
is continuing its fine form of using the
student body of Eastern Washington
University for their own personal
benefit. At the December 5, 19n
Legislature meeting, Speaker Zack
Luec'k, Speaker Pro-Tern Jennifer
Boulanger, Legislators Rod Wheeland,
Diane .Perdue, and Kevin Kanyer
continued their process of putting the
A.S. Budgets further into debt by
attempting to fund themselves $250.00
to set up their own form of stusent
government. Hod it not been for the
fact that one legislator left the
meeting, causing the Legislature to
loose their quorum, they would have
successfully ol;>tained the money. This
is one episode in the continuing saga
of the misdoings of YOUR Associated
Student Legislature.
Mork Nysether

Thursday, January 12, 1978

Dear Editor:
To urderstand Mark Nysether's letter in the 12/8 Easterner ( and, I hope·
you have space to reprint it), a little
background information is needed.
1) Mark is a paid employee of
Assoc. Students and was appointed by
his fraternity brother, Jeff.
2) This same frat brother, the A.S.
President, has been severely criticized
by several legislators ( a majority),
particularly the ones Mark mentions.
3) Mark's attitude and politics this
quarter can best be described as "right
opportunist": self glorification (which
fits in well with the administration's
emphasis on showboating and image)
and selfish accumulation of privilege
to the benefit of no one but himself.
This was clearly apparent in his efforts
to stop the funding and publication of
Willow Springs. His efforts at bureaucratization of AS gov't last quarter were
largely successful--we didn't occomplish a damn thing, due in large part to
the games we had to play with him
and others of like politics. His letter in
the 12/8 issue also came the day after
AS Leg refused his appointment to
SUBOC, the group which oversees the
PUB and the games room which his
frat runs.
4) His comment about "continuing
the process of putting AS further into
debt" is incorrect--sure as hell a paid
staff member should know the redtape. Budgeting fall quarter was
balanced by taking funds .from other
budgets. The deficit he refers to is due
to bumbling on the part of fat-cot
bureaucrats, both university administrators and the AS executive, not AS
Leg.
5) His claim that the $250 was to be
used to set up another form of student
gov't has no basis at all. The $250 was

for a group which recognized that
student gov't is powerless and historically ·has functioned as a social club
with little benefit to the general
student body other than social activities. When the budget cam'e up in the
meeting, another of the frat brothers
(he makes three in AS govt) asked for
a list of names--shades of Joe McCorthyl Another frat brother ( he makes
four) openly stated that although he
supports unionization he was opposed
to funding because no one had asked
him to be· a member. The fifth frat .
brother made no comment--he didn't
take office until this quarter.
6) The comment about the surety of
obtaining the money had quorum not
been lost is incorrect: before the end
of the meeting, it was agreed that the
request should be withdrawn.
7) "The continuing saga of the
misdoings" of AS Leg is a dubious
comment in light of the accomplishments of the AS executive, several of
whom, in good right opportunist .
fashion, spent the quarter in their
executive offices, appearing most
important, telephoning important
people, writing important memos and
letters, instituting important procedures, and attending meetipgs of great
consequence wherein .they ·eithe?
aped the administrations's line or
were ignored.
Given the above, the intent .and
value of Mark's letter js obvious: it
represents the continuation of the
policy of a small clique who see
themselves as the campus elite.
This is not to say that all would be
rosy if the self-servers were gone-there are limitations to what student
gov't can do that most of us fail to
realize . A good example came last fall

The Easterner

when there was a majority of the AS
Leg in the process of taking an action
against a frat brother. As AS executive
spent a frantic weekend co·ntacting the
President and Provosts and Trustees
and come back proclaiming that if
such action were taken, the Board of
Jrnstees would abolish student gov-·
ernment. WAS IT A BLUFF?
The continued saga of AS as a
front...
P.S. Linda Partlow's letter was great,
except instead of giving out the giant
rubbers at graduation they should
issue them at registration--the screwing goes on all the way through
university, not just afterwards.
Rod Wheeland
Dear Editor:
I would like to take this time to
apologize publicly to Kevin Kanyer,
Legislator Position #14. In the December 8 copy of The Easterner, I
included his name in an article about
the Associated Student Legislature,
and the attempt at funding an organization which listed his name and four
other legislators as co-chairpersons.
In the heat of anger, I neglected to
, admit that he would hove voted this
down, after being informed that th~y
would have violated standard budgeting policies had they funded this
without going through the Financial
· Affairs Committee.
. It also could be inferred from that
statement that he was a member of
the Associated Student Legislature for
the whole quarter. In fact, this was his
first meeting, and I believe that it was
because of the fact that he was, at the
begi nning, d_e sirous of submitting this
budget for fun.ding .
Mark Nysether

..
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Running on Empty
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Jackson's anthem - theRoad

EWU's Winter/est
Set for Next Week
To highlight E~stern's ·winter
Homecoming, the SQS!ial Activities Review Board has scheduled
a "Winter Festival" to take place
Monday through Friday of next
week, January 16-20. The festival
will present personalities, performers, and entertainment of all
kinds.
One of the main features of the
festival is a free-style ski exhibition sponsored by SARB and the
EWUSKI Club Tuesday at noon in
the mall.
Walt Hiltner, professional free
style skier, will present an acrobatic jumping show at that time.

Photos, Poems,
Stories Welcome
This quarter The Easterner is
attempting an audience parti ci pa tion venture entitled
Gallery. Within the heralded
frame of Gallery, all of you
frustrated artists, writers,
photographers and poets (and we
know there are a lot of you out
tfiere) have a chance to share

your most important works for a
brief, but glorious moment with
the entire audience of The
Easterner ... just think, a chance
to be published!! ·So, send in
those photos, poems, short
stories or works of art. We don't
care how boring, exciting,
suggestive or blantantly pornographic they are, (we probably
won't print the dirty stuff but the
staff welcomes it anyway) just
send them in, and we'll see what
we can do to get you published.
Just think, this may be the start
of something big for you and your
artistic career. Don't wait...send
in your stuff now to: . The
Easterner, C / 0 Entertainment
Editor, Pence Union Building,
EWU, Cheney, Wa. 99004.

Hiltner, who placed second in the
European World Cup, will be
working with another professional skier.
If the weather does not produce
the required amount of snow
needed for the exhibition it will be
postponed until a later date.
Festival Review

Monday the 16th begins the
festival week with two free concerts by guitarist-pianist James
Lee Stanley in the PUB. There
will be a special "nooner" at 11
a.m. and another show at 7:30
that night.
Following Tuesday's ski show,
the Spokane Jazz Society will be
performing in the PUB at 7: 30
p.m. Many of the musicians in the
society are from Eastern. Admission is free to EWU students.
Wednesday Jan. 18 the dorms
have planned a "Sideshow" in the
PUB Multi-purpose room from 12
to 5 p.m. The carnival will
provide booths, balloons, and
prizes for lucky winners. James
Bond will complete the evening
with "You Only Live Twice"
being shown in the PUB at 7 p.m.
On Thursday at noon, belly
dancers will perform in the PUB.
It is the same group that danced
during fall quarter's homecoming festivities.
Don McLeod will be performfog Thursday night along with
Macarena in the PUB at 7: 30
p.m.
The Friday night basketball
game against Central Washington University will top off the
Winter Fest.
Dllring the game, the dorms
plan to hold interdorm competitions with an award given to the
dorm that shows the most spirit
(i.e. makes the most noise. SARB
Chairman Jeff Williams said
several ''surprizes'' are planned
during the big game.

By Ray Spanjer
Entertainment Editor

Jackson Browne's got a new
album out...it's called Running
on Empty, and in the everconstant wave of new-album releases~ all of them screaming
that they have something new,
exciting and unique to offer, this
one actually ,does.
What is excitingly unique is the
way Running on Empty was
created. Not one of the ten tracks
on this fantastic album were
mass-manufactured in a refined
multi-track studio. Rather, they
were recorded on stages, in rehearsal arenas, hotel and dressing rooms, and get this, one in a
Greyhound ·bus.
Each of the tracks are new,
some co-authored, some borrowed and some penned entirely by
Browne. What is peculiar, is the
sound quality of these jewels. Hot
damn .. .this record sounds good!
Browne is back again with his
human, touching lyrics and melancholy tunes. One quality of his
songs is their way of holding up a
mirror to each of us and honestly
reflecting back a small part of
our lives that we may have never
noticed before.
The songs on Browne's last
effort, The Pretender, (which hit
#5 on the album list; unusual for a
non-hit album) possesed this
quality and Running on Empty
continues the trait.

Black Student Union
Welcomes Performers
The Black· Student Union is
sponsoring a Coffee House Performance on Monday, January
23 in the PUB, 2nd Floor Lounge.
Any singers, poets, actors, artists or entertainers who would
like to perform are invited to the
Coffee House.
Anyone· interested in performing can call Fredia Gib.son at
359-2609, Michelle Burner at
359-7517 or Joseph Mitchell at
235-4974.

People will be able to relate to
and recognize parts of themselves in the songs about such
American Institutions as truckers, C.B. 's, cocaine, travelling,
love, one stop cafes and alcoholism.

This time Browne is telling us
what the tour road is like. And
what better way than to record it
in the proper atmosphere ... on the
road .
The album lays rubber with the
title track, a live rocker which
breathes energy . The song penned by Browne and recorded on
stage in Columbia, Maryland, is a
lament about the road. Looking
out at •the road under my wheels,
I don't know how to tell you all
how crazy this life feels-running
on, running on empty, running
blind, running into the sun. but
I'm running behind.

More tour experiences are expressed in the next song entitled
The Road. The first part of the
song was recorded in a motel in
Maryland and the final refrains
were recorded in New Jersey.
You hardly realize when listening to the song that it's recorded
in two entirely different places,
it's done that well.
Rosie is recorded in a rehearsal
room in Saratoga Springs, New
York. In it, Browne and co·
writer Donald Miller tell about
the persistant but lonely groupie
in a beautiful but solemn style.
The liner notes explain that harmonies are done by singer Doug
Hayward and tour photographer
Joel Bernstein. She was standing
at the load in when the trucks
rolled up, she was sniffing aii
around like a half grown female
pup.
You love the thunder, another

Browne penned, live number is
the rockingist song on the LP. It's
followed by a tasty version of
'RP.v. Gary Davis', Cocaine.
Eagle Glen Frey and Browne
wrote additional material for this
song_which was recorded in room
124 of the Holiday Inn in
Edwardsville, Illinois, and which
jests about the aging dangers of
drugs. I was talking to my doctor
down at the hospital. He said,
"Son .it says here you're 27 but
that's impossible," Cocaine, runnin' all round my brain.

Nothing but Time is probably
the strangest song on the disc in
terms of recording locations. It's
recorded on a Continental Silver
Eagle Bus, somewhere in New
Jersey. Drummer Russ Kukel
plays a mean snare, hi-hat and
cardboard box with foot pedal on
this one, with the roar of the bus
engine and the rhythm of the
road, (literally) in the background.
Finishing up side 2 and the
album is The Loadout, an on-tour
anthem. The Loadout is a song
for the roadies, the performer
and the audience. It typifies what
the road is to Browne and a lot of
other performers out there .

Columbia
County,
Wa.,
Summer
1977
by Kevin
Taylor

Cause when the mornjng sun
comes. beating down, you're going to wake up in your town, but
we'll ·be sch~duled to appear a
thousand miles away from here.

Still Time!

Arrange for .Career Experience this Quater or Next
•

Opportunities to- Build and test Professional skills
. Explore career interest through interning

Center for Experiential Learing (CEL) See Ray
Mon-Fri 1-5 pm 359-2402 Hargreaves 209
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JACKSON

BROWNE'S

new

album " Running on Empty" is
destined to be a Rock Classic, and
you can hear Jt next Wednesday
on KEWC-FM's Album Spotlight.

Brief At1ditions
BEAUTY ON A BACK STREET:
DARYL HALL AND JOHN

OATES-Hall and Oates are
back together again, with the
same R and B vocals and
distinctive Philly Sound that is
their trademark. But this tim~
something
doesn't
click.
"Beauty" is a big disapPQintment, mostly on account of
lack of material, but also on
account of sorry tunes and inane
lyrics like: Porn imaginationBoobs on every station-You
think it's free-Cause they show
it on TV. At any rate, compared
to their last two albums (which
both went gold), this one is worth
overlooking by all but avid H and
0 freaks. C, for lack of
imagination.
DECADE: NEIL YOUNG-A 3

disc, chronological chronicle of
ten years of Young material. The
set traces Young's path from his
mid '60 beginning with the
Springfield, to his stint with
Crosby, Stills and Nash and
finally through his solo transitions. The specially priced
package is accompanied by liner
notes, penned by Young about the
background of each song. The
fantastic set is a must for Buffalo
Springfield, CSNY or Young
fans. Neil receives an A for
consistency.
HEROES: DAVID BOWIEZiggy, in the l.atest of a series of
transformations. This time it's
an extension of his last

character, portrayed in the
album "Low." Heroes is yet
more synthesized, avant-garde,
quasi-noise from the Rock and
Roll mystic. Side one is full of
unexplainable lyrics and choppy
vocals, the high point being the
title · track , which is almost
listenable . Side two is·just weird
noises, with no voices whatsoever. I'm holding my breath
for Bowie to come out with
something that isn't restrainted
or unenjoyable. I hope I won't
have to wait too long. A C for at
least keeping our attention.
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Experience - Credit · Possible Wage

And I'll bet Jackson knows that
from experience. Browne has
produced one hell of an album
here and it's probably one you
won't want to overlook.
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ON CAMPUS'ENTERTAINMENT
January 12-27 Exh~~ition: ~FCC Student~rt Show, PUB Art Gallery, 12-4
January 12
Aud~h?~; Umversity Dance Theatre, Dustin Dance Studio, Phase Two, 3 p.m.
January 12
Exh1b1hon; Art Department Faculty Show, Art Building Gallery, 8-5
January 13
Program: KEWC-FM 89.9's Rock Monoliths, The Beatles' Sgt. Pepper's
Lonely Hearts Club Band, 8 p.m.
January 13
Movie: "Gus", Pence Union Building, 2 p.m.
January 13
Dance: Cherry Brandy, PUB, 9:30 to 12 : 30
January 14
Movie: "Gus", Pence Union Building, 2 p.m.
·
January 14
Basketball: EWU Woman's Team faces Whitworth, Special Events Pavilion,
7:30 p.m.
J anuary 14-15 Mov1e:
. "Pink Panther Strikes Again", PUB, 7 p.m. on Saturday, 2 and 7 p.m .
on Sunday
January 16
Con~ert: Guitarist, James Lee Stanley, PUB, 7:30 p.m. FREE
January 16-20 Festival: EWU Winter Festival, Across campus
January 16
Program: KEWC-FM 89.9's Album Spotlight, Steve Kahn's Tightrope, 8 p.m.
J anuary 17 Concert : spokane Jazz Society, PUB, 7: 30, FREE
January 18
Carnival: Sideshow, PUB, 12 Noon
January 18
Program: KEWC-FM 89.9's Album Spotlight, Jackson Browne's Runnin' on
Empty, 8 p.m.
J anuary 18
Mov1e:
. "You Only Live Twice", PUB, 7 p.m.
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OFF CAMPUS ENTERTAINMENT
January·12

·•••··

JAZZ GREAT Woody Herman brings his young, contemporary
Thundering Herd to the Spokane Opera House tonight for an 8 p.m.
concert. The KREM-FM concert is the third in the Big Band Jazz
series produced by Garrett Attractions. Reserve~ seat tickets are still
· available·at $6.50, $5.50 and $4.50. They are on sale at the Opera House
Box Of(ice.

.
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J anuary. 12-15
January 12-28
January 13

January 13
January 13
J anuary 13
· -15
January 14
January 14
J anuary 14
J anuary 15
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Concert: Woody Herman and his Thundering Herd, Spokane Opera House, 8
p.m.
Comedy: Celebration, Spokane Sheraton Hotel, 8·, 30 p.m.
Musical: Two by Two, Temple Beth Shalom, 8 p.m.
Play: The Sunshine Boys, Spokane Civic Theatre, 8 p.m.
Concert: Christopher Parkening, Opera House, 8 p.m.
Basketball: High School Tripleheader, Coliseum, 6 p.m.
Concert: Hog Heaven Bluegrass Band, 2nd City Auditorium, 8:30 p.m.
Sho~: Spo~ane Auto Show, Spokane Convention Center, 12-10 and Sunday 12-6
Mul~1-Med1a ~how: The Beatles Rise Again, Opera House, 6, 8, 10 & 12 midnite
Recital: Carillon recital, Dr. C. Harold Einecke, Cathedral of St. John the
Evangelist, 6 p.m.
H ockey: Flyers vs. Kimberly, Spokane Coliseum, 8 p.m .
P agean t : M"1ss Spokane, Opera House, 7: 30 p.m.
Concert: Grover Washington Jr./Gil Scott-Heron, Opera House, 8 p.m.
Show: Agricultural Exposition Farm Equipment Show, Spokane Coliseum, 9-9
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Radio .89. 9 Plans fe~:f:~=;;=;mmm~~:i;::mmmmmm:HmmmH~···
KEWC-FM is back on the air
for another quarter of broadcast.
Winter quarter is looking good
with Night Flight Features planned for FM 89.9 throughout the
week.
Monday is · Album Spotlight
evening with Jay Conklin. He'll
be bringing you some of today's
big albums and playing them in
their entirety.
Tuesday evenings at 8 p.m.,
Dan Dagsaan comes in for the
Crawdoodah Gazette. It consists
of unusual and interesting news
and information.
Wednesday, another evening of
Album Spotlight comes your way.
This time, Ray Spanjer hosts the
feature.

Thursday evenings at 8,. Jeff
Blakely brings you Radio· Retrospect. Old tinie mystery, comedy and drama make the feature
one you won't want to miss. .
Friday, Kristi Koon hosts FM
89.9's Rock Monoliths, consisting
of a cover to cover listen to some
of the milestone albums of the
rock era.
Finally, KEWC-FM starts out
the week with Sunday evening's
Cheesy Meatloaf. Off-the-wall
comedy makes up the whole of
Cheesy Meatloaf, brought to you
by your two Bozo hosts, George
Tabbut and D. Lee Smith.
Besides FM 89.9's Night Flight
Features, your campus radio also

For the second time in eight months, Elton John has retired from
live performances... Linda Ron1tadt is about to release another
version of Blue Bayou, this one in Spanis,h ... Bob Dylan's divorce
proceedings continue, m~nwhile Dylan is reportecBy planning a tour
of the U.S., Australia, New Zealand and Japan early next year ...1be .
cover photo on Lynrd Skynrd's new album, Street Survivors will be
changed for subsequent pressings. The original, which depicted the
Band members surrounded by flames. was deemed less than tasteful
by the group's management and record company, after the recent
plane crash that killed three band members. Surviving members
claim they will probably regroup, although they will never record or
perform again as Lynrd Skynrd••• .
The punk rock craze seems.to be taking everyone. One of the more
interesting, recent converts is Paul McCartney's fourteen year old
stepdaughter Heather, who has shorn her hair and taken to wearing
safety pins. "She went to see The Stranglers and came back a
changed person" said father Paul. "I sunoose I ~ould have played the
stern father, but I like Punk" ... Rolling Stone guitarist, Keith
Richard lost his motion to have his heroin trafficking charge reduced
to possession at a Toronto hearing. His trial is set for February 6th.
Meanwhile Rlchal'd is in Paris, working on the Stones' new studio
album.
Speaking of new albums- Bruce Springsteen continues to narrow
down material for his fourth album, scheduled to be released in
March ... And what would a column be without Farrah. Farrah
Fawcett Maiors cut a simzle a few years back, that is probably
causing her a bit of ~mbarrassment now. Just released, the song
features Farrah's breathy whispers backed by disco strings.
The EWU Concert Committee is working on some rather big names
for possible concerts this quarter. Potential concert material for EWU
this winter include such comedy greats as Steve Martin, Andy
Kaufman, and The National Lampoon Show. Music entertainment
tentatives include The Crusaders, Al Jurreau and George Benson.
Student input to the concert committee is welcomed on these possible
shows .
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brings you Jazz at 10, consisting
of an hour of the best in jazz,
every Tuesday evening at 10.
The Classical Show is another
feature every Thursday at 12
Noon and is hosted by Sue Eschbacher. Sue will bring you the
best or the Classics.
Local and National news also
play a big part in KEWC-FM's
programming features. News is
featured at five minutes before
the hour.
Bulletin Board, a feature listing campus activities and entertainment is broadcast at 8 a.m.,
11 a.m., and 5 p.m. and 11 p.m.
Besides great features and upto-date news, KEWC-FM also
brings you great music, hosted by
student announcers.
Broadcast hours for KEWC-FM
are Sunday, noon to 1 a.m., and
Monday through Friday, 6a.m. to
la.m.
KEWC-FM broadcasts with the
power of ten watts and the
strength of the wind with their
antenna stationed high atop Dressler Hall on· the EWU Campus.

.10% discount
on .all· Jev.Jelry
Owl Pharmacy
120 f Street Cheney

TAWANKA COMMONS
MENU
THURSDAY 12-Tomato Soup, Gr. Cheese Sand, Texas
Hash, Ham Salad Bowl, Oriental Veg., Sid. Bar.
FRIDAY 13-Split Pea Soup, Tacos, Macaroni & Cheese,
Beef Sid. Bowl, Bu. Zuchinni, Sid. Bar. Cottage Cheese.
SATURDAY 14-Apricot Halves, Asst. Dry Cereals, Zoom,
Hashbrowns, Soft/ Hard Ckd. Eggs.
·
SUNDAY 1S-1h Grapefruit, Asst. Dry Cereals, Ralston,
Hashbrowns, Soft/Hard Ckd Eggs.
MONDAY 1~Bean Chowder, Big Eric Sandwich, Ravioli,
Scandinavian Veg., Sld Bar, Cottage Cheese, Coleslaw.
TUE5DA Y 17-Chicken Noodle Soup, Hot Pork Sand.,
Meat Casserole, Shrimp-Macaroni Sid., Peas, Salad Bar.
WEDNESDAY 11--0r. of Potato SoupJ Hamburgers and
Bkd Beans, Turkey Tetrazzini, Chef's Salad Bowl, Carrots. .

SAVE liHIS COUPON!

CHEESE OMELET
(with Buttermilk Pancakes)

only

sl.29

THE ELEGANT EGG RESJAURANT

VALID 6-11 A.M.
HRS: Mon.-Thrs. 6-10
Fri.-Sat. 6-1 2
Sun. 8-10

GOOD THRO·UGH JAN'UARY 18TH.

The Easterner
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Wrestling
Shootout

Eagles Edge NIC

.EN RO

.
.
. . .
·-Andrew Newing Photo
UTE TO a 6 to 2 victory m the 190 lb. d1v1s1on, grappler Don Wilson takes down his opponent, Nor
Idaho's ~yan Kelly in the Pavilion Tuesday night.

Eastern's matmen outpinned
powerful North Idaho College
26-17 in a dual wrestling match in
the pavilion Tuesday night.
Wrestling coach Stan Opp was
pleased with the performance of
his entire squad. Opp singled out
two Eagle grappler's who had
outstanding matches for Eastern.
Rocky Outcalt, a sophomore
from Cheney, wrestled to a 13-6
victory over NIC's Bill Decker in
the 118-pound weight class. Although OUtcalt was sick most of
the day , he was able to perform
with his usual skill nad finesse.
Jerry a transfer from
Grays Harbor Community College, won a decisive match over
NIC's Brad Ben 17-2 in the 150pound weight class.
Coach Opp also praised two
North Idaho All-Americans, Jeff
Powell and John Owen. John
Coach Opp also had praise for
two North Idaho All-Americans,
Jeff Powell and John Owen.
While the North Idaho Cardi-

nals are ranked second in the
junior college wrestling standings, Eastern holds the number
three position nationally in the
NAIA.
Other match scores were Eastern 's All-American, Kenny Foss
defeating Ed Snook 7-4. In another close match, Eagle wrestler Jerry Lorton came out ahead
3-2 against Med Gardner in the
134-pound weight class.
Senior Jerry Allen was another
Eagle winner, beating NI C's
Mark Roberts at 167-pounds. In
teh 177-pound class, EWU freshman Mike Stolp wrestled to a 10-5
victory over Mort Curtis .
Eagle grappler Don Wilson, an
All-American, won 6-2 against
Ryan Kelly and Heavy-weight
Steve Filkens was pinned 51
seconds into the second period by
NIC's Paul Jacobson.
Eastern wrestler's next home
matchis scheduled for January 17
against Columbia Basin College.

..........................................N.............HtUllfllllltffllllllllUllllllllllllltllUUIIIIIIUIHIIIIHIIUIIUIIIWIIIIHtlHtttttflllHUIHN•nu1mu11tt1tftl l

Eagle Wrestlers Put to Test
It's a good bet that Eagle Wrestling coach Stan
Opp's New Year's resolution was to make sure his
grapplers were well represented in a bid to defend
their NAIA title, this year slated for the University
of Wisconsin-Whitewater, March 1-4.
If not, his scheduling for the early part of the
year will go a long way in getting the Eagles back
to dairyland.
·
Starting with a match last weekend in which
EWU defeated the University of British Columbia
29-13, the nationally ranked Eagles have a host of
difficult matches coming up.
Tuesday night they played host to the nation's
number two ranked junior college team, North
Idaho. The Cardinals from neighboring Coeur d'
Alene returned two All-Americans.
The Eagles tour into the Palouse tomorrow night
(Jan. 13) to tackle and grapple Washington State
University. "Washington State has to be respected," says Opp. "They're PAC-8 so they'll put up a
good match." Opp said he is in the dark about the
Cougs but notes they have "several good individuals."
After the trip south the Eagles are home in the

Pavilion to face Columbia Basin. The two-year
status of the Pasco school shouldn't be taken
lightly.
Opp says the Hawks return several people including Hans Nelson at 142 pounds. Bruce Calloway
at 177 pounds is the reigning "Mr. Seattle" and
according to Opp, "has one hell of a body."
The Eagles hit the road for three matches in
Oregon next weekend, meeting Pacific University,
Oregon College of Education and San Francisco
State.
tNN•11UllltNIINtttlNIIHffl"tHIIUINIHIIUltlllllHIHIHIUHIMflt.ll1HIIUIIMUIHINIHfttlNIIHIII.HHHHHIIIII

Wrestler Dies
The EWU wrestling team was saddened by the
loss of fl.!eshman wrestler Steve Lutz in a
December auto accident. "Steve was an extremely
hard worker 'and very dedicated wrestler. He was
wrestling for the first time and showed tremendous
progress in only a short period of time," according
to coach Stan Opp. "He made a fine contribution to
the team and his loss has had a great affect on
everyone involved in our program/'
HtHIINHUtttttNIIIIINlttltt....tMIHHtNttlHINIIIIHtt.......lNINttttlM.....IKttNIIHtHlltHNIIIIIUlllllllttlllMtJ
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(Ef1S'T€RN'S' S'~I CLUB)

PROFt))IONflL FR€€)TYL€ )~IING DE:MONS"TRflTIOJ:i
FE:flTURING,

Ne:;;;;;Photo

THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON took six of eight events in last
Saturday's men's gymnastics meet at the Pavilion enroute to a 199-177
win over EWU.

WALT HI LTN€R

DIRE.CTOR NORTHWES'T flCRIAL-ACROBATl~S'
RUNNER-UP 1977 EUROPA FR€€~TYL€ CUP

ON THE MALL TUES"DflY JflN 17 1Q.00 NOON
DO IT DO IT JIL YOU'RE )/-1TIS'Fl€DI

P-ROY, GRAND CHAMPION·S FALL QUARTER
L to R: Jim GrMne, Del Groat, Butch Guest, Scott Johnson

,1-""

R>bert's i.s!M·racquetball h~adquarters in Cheney
with a comolete line of everything you need.
In addition,· all racg.uets are restrung quickly and
professionally.

..

.

Winter Leagues Now Forming,
rP" "'.~"-~
4 on a team, gals, guys,
~
~.,
or coed!
'.'A.

CHOICES: ~erican L9. 9:15 p.m., Mon., Starts Jan. 24
National Lg. 9:15 p.m., Tues., Starts Jan. 24
Continental Lg. 3:30 p.m., Thun., Starts Jan. 26
LEAGUES BOWL A SEVEN WEEK SCHEDULE

Winners of each teague Bowl for
Grand Championship Lots of trophies.
O.nlv $2· 00 oer week.
Only ~ few spots open so enter now!
Call 235-4463 or 235-6278

NOTE: A 5% DISCOUNif IF OFFERED TO
STUDENTS WHEN YOU PRESENT YOUR
CURRENT REGISTRAf'ION CARD.

Yes, we have special rates for EWU students
with I.D., anytime lanes are available!

ROBERT'S SPORTS, INC.
5021h First St. 235-8414
Page Ten
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Chenev, Bowl

235-6278

~'It>:~

1706 2nd street
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EWU on Ore. Svving
"This upcoming road trip will
neither make or break us," says
basketball coach Jerry Krause.
Don't let this seemingly
careless attitude make you think
that the Eagles won't be trying or
don't care how they come out
when they meet Southern Oregon
and Oregon Tech in a pair of

both the league and District 1
playoff race," Krause said. A
sweep of these games this
weekend would give us a chance
to take a commanding lead in
both (league and district)." Arch
rival Central Washington, who
the Eagles come home to face
next Friday night at the Pavilion,
is 0-1, losing to Western 67-64.
Western is in town the following
night making for an interesting
and obviously pivotal weekend.
Looking forward to this week's
opponents, Krause noted that
scouting reports were not really
complete on either team.
Oregon Tech nipped Southern
Oregon in a thriller, 81-80 and
shares the early EVCO lead with
the Eagles and Western . "OIT
has it's usually strong team,"
noted Krause. "They · have
already won two of three from
last year's NAIA District 2
Representative, Hawaii-Hilo."
"Southern Oregon seems much
stronger. They're possibly the
biggest team in the conference
aided primarily by transfers,"
said Krause.
Krause had nothing but praise
for the great team effort against
EOC. Individually it was
sophomore Terry Reed with 18
points, 8-9 from the field and 2-3
at the free throw line. Reed also
added seven rebounds and five
steals. Krause named Reed EWU
player of the week for his efforts.
Also singled out were Martin
Harpole and Vic White who both
"di<j well coming off the bench."

Evergreen Conference games.
"This will represent a great
opportunity for us,,, added
Krause whose Eagles are
currently 1-0 and 8-3 overall in
the EVCO after a 98-75 win in
LaGrande.
"One or two more road wins
would be a significant factor in

Women's Basketball

Whitworth Ylslls
The EWU women's basketball team takes a 7-3 record and a
e:uarded attitude into their weekend game against Whitworth. Tip-<>ff
is 7:30 p.m. at the Pavilion.
The Eagle gals are fresh from a 68-43 win over Eastern Oregon in
· LaGrande over the weekend in their Big Four Conference Opener.
Arlene Somday led scorers with 15 points while Becca Clark added 12
points and 11 rebounds.
"We don't want to overlook Whitworth," noted coach Bill Smithpeters. "They're pretty much unknown to us at the present time."
Whitworth, although not in the conference, is·a district member and
the game will count heavily toward a district playoff berth.
A big win will be good medicine for the upcoming heavy schedule
when the girls face conference toughie Central in Ellensburg and the
highly rated University of Washington in Seattle.
"Central has got to be one of the tougher teams in the conference
along with Idaho," said Smithpeters. "They're a very offensiveminded ballclub. Against Whitworth they scored 113 points and that's
some accomplishment for a girl's team."
From the frying pan and into the fire, the weekend trek continues
into Edmonson Pavilion for the Hus~ game.
''The U of W is probably considered to be one of the top university
teams in the northwest, if not the nation," according to Smithpeters.
"They start two potential All-Americans on the first five."

"One final note," said Krause,
"was the work of Emir Hardy."
"He (Hardy) continues his
surprising recovery from a back
operation in the off season. In
just nine minutes of play he had
five rebounds and eight points."
"From a team. standpoint the
defense looked good and the shot
selection was good also," Krause
said. The coach's observations
were well-founded as the Eagles
shot a torrid 68 percent from the
floor compared to 43 percent for
the Mounties.

.

EAGLE'S LEADING SCORER, Paul Hungenburg tries for another
bucket in a recent game against Lewis .and Clark State. Hungenburg,
from Greely, Colo., is hitting the hoop at a 19.2 point per-game pace.

MAltA

v.t.,tUM

Other EVCO action this week
has Central Washington involved
in a pair of non-league games.
The Wildcats try to get untracked
in league play, hosting Oregon
College Friday night. Puget
Sound is at Western in a nonleaguer and then the Vikings host
OCE. Eastern Oregon visits
Southern Oregon in another
league contest.

,

ARLENE SOMDAY [left] and Becca Clark [right] were important
factors in EWU's win over East~n Oregon. Somday scored fifte~n
points and Clark added twelve points and eleven rebounds to lead the
Eagles.

TO YOUR YALINTINI
1

~~.~~~,v!~·~!

mt·~~agt· from America's "Heartland."
Val1·nlirw~. Trade Winds Lodge-NP321.t,
Valentine . Nebraska 69201

PEACE CORPS/VISTA
Represented On Campus Jan. 20 Only

INTRAMURAL ScoREboARd
FALL BASKETBALL
6 Feet and Over

MONDAY / WEDNESDAY

6

Mud Pie
High Society
Koch's TJil.Clm
The Sti ng
Cosmic Storks
Killer B's
3rd Street Gang

5

1

4

3

3

3

3

4

1
1

5
5

6
5

0
2

4
4

2

3
3
4

2

5

1

4

1

5

TOURNAMENT
ROUND ONE
High Society
Wings

40
27

Deuce Coupe ..
Mud Pie

ROUND TWO (Winners)
High Society
36

Wings

FINALS
Mud Pie

30

20
26

26

ROUND TWO (Losers Out)
Mud Pie
38
Deuce Coupe
Mud Pie
47
Wings

High Society

34
38

28
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36

Mud Pie

14

0

6 Feet and Over

TUESDAY /THURSDAY
Deuce Coupe
Wings
Rockbusters
TJ/Turnarounds
Bouncing Checks
Jets
Dlllons Team
I Phelta Thi

High Society

.,t .~ ..... I: : :

MONDAY / WEDNESDAY
Western Divis ion
The House
Queebies
The Coast
Stems & Seeds
Morrison Mardrs.
YongsGans
Boss Tweed
Fuzz Nuts
Eastern Division
Awesome 5
Flash
Rambling Rolniers
Dirt Trackers
Foulk Ups
Dunkers
Rock Busters 3
High Society
TUESDAY /THU RSDAY
Eoslern Division
The Wlzzords
Monroe
Exlax
Arlstot. Dbblrs.
Embo
Golamuks
Rock Busters 2
Galsers Gong

6

Feet and Under

8
6
4
4

3
2

0
1
3
3
4

Western Division
El Bowed Out
Clampetts
TNUC
NAIC
MJB&C
Seo Level
Scatbacks
Hawai i 5-0

7
5
4
4

0
1
3
3

4

3

2

5

I
0

6
6

6
7

5
5
5

0
2
2
2

ROUND TWO (Winners)
Awesome 5
43
El Bowed Out
30

3

4

1

6
7

ROUND TWO (Losers Out)
Cl om pelts
46
Exlox
Wizzards
50
Queebies

36
34

ROUND° THREE (Winners)
Awesome 5
30
El Bowed Out

26

ROUND THREE (Loser Out)
W lzzords
47
Clampetts

40

0
2

5

5

6 Feel and Under

7
4

0
2

4
4
3

3

3

3

3
3

1

5

0

7

Interviews and Information on
voluAteer positions beginning this

summer throughout the U.S. and in
Africa, Asia, Latin America,

TOURNAMENT
ROUND ONE
The House
Awesome 5
El Bowed Out
Flash

7

nr~

~~mp,·d,C ~

addn:-.~•~d Val~nline for carefully limed
rt! mailinJ< with beautiful personalized

50
45
34
46

34

Exlox
Clompetts
Queebies
Wizzords

26
44

The House
Flash

24
28

38

ROUND FOUR (Loser Out)
W lzzards
43
El Bowed Out
CHAMPIONSHIP
Awesome 5

50

Wlzzards

The Easterner

and the

Pacific.
"Fhis is the only opportunity of
the year to sp~ak to peace Corps/Vista
reprsent~tives on campus.

Pl·acement Offiice
Showalter Hall Room 114
9:00 am - 4:00 pm

28
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